Activity Pack
We know these are difficult times so we thought we
would create something to keep you occupied. We
hope it helps.
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Quiz
Jokes
Word search and drawing challenge
Maths quiz and Poetry
Maze and word wheel
Read: Dear Life by Maya. C. Popa
Caption competition
Create a picture
Colour
Name the board game quiz
Quiz answers
Maths quiz answers and maze solution
Name the board game quiz answers
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Quiz
Finish the saying
He who can does, he who cannot,

______________

He who last laughs, laughs _____________
High, wide and __________
Honey catches more flies than _______________
Questions
What historic event happened on July 20, 1969?
If you have cryophobia, what are you afraid of?
What is Japanese sake made from?
What is the longest rail tunnel in the world?
Which country is brie cheese originally from?
How many can you get?
Name the songs and artists who won the Eurovision song contest for the UK.

Name the major novels written by Charles Dickens

Name the ingredient in an Old-Fashioned cocktail
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Jokes
My friend just couldn’t accept my obsession with horoscopes.
In the end, it Taurus apart.

My family branded me a failure, then I invented the invisibility cloak.
If only they could see me now.

My friend composes songs about sewing machines.
He’s a singer songwriter or sew it seams!

A ham sandwich walks into a bar and orders a pink of beer.
The bartender says ‘We don’t serve food here’

My least favourite colour is purple. I hate it more than blue and red combined.
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Word search

Drawing Challenge
Draw:
• Something two-toned
• Something with it’s shadow
• Stillness
It’s up to you what you draw with these challenges, it can mean something
different for you than it might be for someone else.
Use different forms if you have them paint, pencils, felt tips, chalk, crayons.
These can be helpful to layer up and bring texture if they suit your drawing.
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Maths quiz
What is 40,328 + 38,405 + 87 =
What is 738750 – 50 – 678 =
If I go for a run every day in January, March and April and twice a day in June
how many times have I gone for a run?
Draw a line of symmetry down this shape

Poetry
Make the following into a poem;
I was looking for a reason…..

I decided to count…..

But the real reason was…..
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Maze

Word Wheel
How many words can you make with the letters from the word wheel? Each
word must use the letter in the centre of the wheel.
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Read: Dear Life by Maya. C. Popa
I can’t undo all I have done unto myself,
what I have let an appetite for love do to me.
I have wanted all the world, its beauties
and its injuries; some days,
I think that is punishment enough.
Often, I received more than I’d asked,
which is how this works—you fish in open water
ready to be wounded on what you reel in.
Throwing it back was a nightmare.
Throwing it back and seeing my own face
as it disappeared into the dark water.
Catching my tongue suddenly on metal,
spitting the hook into my open palm.
Dear life: I feel that hook today most keenly.
Would you loosen the line—you’ll listen
if I ask you,
if you are the sort of life I think you are.
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Caption competition
Come up with a caption for the following image, the funnier the better!
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Create a picture
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Colour
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Name the board game quiz
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Quiz Answers
Finish the saying
He who can does, he who cannot,

____teaches__________

He who last laughs, laughs ____longest_________
High, wide and ___handsome_______
Honey catches more flies than ______vinegar_________
Questions
What historic event happened on July 20, 1969? Apollo 11 landed on the moon
If you have cryophobia, what are you afraid of? The cold
What is Japanese sake made from? Rice
What is the longest rail tunnel in the world? The Gotthard Base Tunnel in
Switzerland (35.5 miles long)
Which country is brie cheese originally from? France
How many can you get?
Name the songs and artists who won the Eurovision song contest for the UK.
Sandie Shaw with Puppet on a String, Lulu with Boom bang-a-bang,
Brotherhood of man with save your kisses for me, Bucks Fizz with making your
mind up, Katrina and the Waves with Love, Shine a light
Name the major novels written by Charles Dickens
The pickwick papers, Oliver Twist, Nicholas Nickelby, Barnaby Rudge, Master
Humphrey’s Clock, Old Curiosity Shop, A Christmas Carol, The life and
adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit, The Chimes, Cricket on the hearth, The battle
of life, Dombey and Son, The Haunted Man and the Ghosts Bargain, David
Copperfield, Bleak House, Hard Times, Little Dorrit, A tale of two cities, Great
Expectations, Our mutual friend, The mystery of Edwin Drood.
Name the ingredient in an Old-Fashioned cocktail
Bourbon, Sugar, Angostura bitters, water
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Maths quiz answers
What is 40,328 + 38,405 + 87 = 78,820
What is 738750 – 50 – 678 = 738,022
If I go for a run every day in January, March and April and twice a day in June
how many times have I gone for a run? 152 times
Draw a line of symmetry down this shape

Maze solution
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Name the board game quiz answers

Backgammon

Risk

Monopoly

Ludo
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Mancala

Othello

Cribbage

Chinese Checkers
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